D
ONALD J. GREENE has recently examined that most notorious of Samuel Johnson's political pamphlets, Taxation No Tyranny, and has found it to be "one of his best pieces of sustained ratiocination, comparable to that of the review of Soame Jenyns's Origin of Evil" and a carefully reasoned clarification of the theory of political sovereignty far in advance of its time.
1 It is, he believes, a pamphlet which because of its "fine satire," its "exuberant denunciation of the personalities and motives of . . . [its] opponents," did not receive the logical, reasoned replies which it deserved. 2 The contemporary literary reaction to it was unquestionably hostile, and although some few replies, 4 By extracting the chief arguments and softening the irony of Johnson's pamphlet, Wesley helped to disseminate the Johnsonian ideas and ultimately to encourage public discussion of the issues. 5 The defense of the relatively unpopular principle of taxation without direct representation and the rebuke to the clarion cry of liberty administered by Johnson and Wesley linked in the public mind two men who despite basically similar beliefs publicly symbolized religious orthodoxy and religious enthusiasm respectively. Their defense of the British government's position on the revolution in the American colonies evoked a common hostile reaction.
The pamphlets of Johnson and Wesley, because of the eminence of the two authors, were significant events in the controversy over the government's conduct of colonial affairs, but seen in the perspective of the extensive propagandizing on all sides, it is surprising that even three years after their appearance the two pamphlets were repeatedly singled out for attack. The explanation may lie partially, as I have suggested, in the eminence of the two authors, since the names of one or both would be familiar to almost everyone, but certainly also in the effectiveness of their presentation of the conservative position, which their opponents sought to demolish. 6 siders only the criticism published in the Monthly Review. I have found only one attempt to examine specifically the satiric characterizations of Johnson: Robert C. Whitford's "Lexiphanes : Satire's View of Doctor Johnson," South Atlantic Quarterly, XIX (April, 1920), 141-156. 4 The exact relationship of the two pamphlets will be considered later. Norfolk (1739) . Through the device of a prediction of a time of national unrest and turmoil strikingly parallel to the early eighteenth century, the pamphlet had ironically attacked the Hanoverian George II. The new edition of the pamphlet, which a reviewer in 1775 called "a bloody Jacobitical pamphlet, on the most avowed anti-revolutional principles," was dedicated to "Samuel Johnson, LL.D.," now the defender of George III. As early as 1770 in Free Thoughts on the Present State of Public Affairs Wesley had asserted that "he did not defend the measures which had been taken with regard to America 3 and that he doubted whether any man could defend them either on the foot of law, equity, or prudence. Thus, Wesley was affected not only by the rhetoric of Johnson's pamphlet but also by his own repugnance to disloyalty and rebellion.
The terms used to describe the relationship of Wesley's pamphlet to Johnson's are varied. Later historians have hesitated to label the founder of Methodism a plagiarist, but Wesley's eighteenth-century adversaries openly called his action plagiarism. Wesley, acknowledging his indebtedness in the prefatory address to the second edition, wrote: "I . . . extracted the chief arguments from that treatise, and added an application to those whom it most concerns. " 18 T. W. Herbert, in a study of Wesley's editing, cites his many minor changes and the addition of a long final section with no counterpart in Taxa Although it is true, as Dora Mae Clark has warned, that the pamphlets of the eighteenth century "are a rather uncertain mirror of public opinion, because like the pier glass they are untrustworthy, flattering or distorting the object which they reflect," 21 intellectually and literarily they are valuable. The distortion which they show may be what the hostile pamphlet writer saw in the original 5 more frequently it may be what he wished others to see. Even when we are sure that we do not have a random sampling of public opinion, the image which is created in the hostile pamphlets alone is a testimony to the effectiveness of the original. Here that hostile reaction unmistakably shows Taxation No Tyranny and the Calm Address as significant defenses of the government's position.
Some of the replies to Johnson and Wesley attempted to refute the arguments of both, but most used satire and ridicule to weaken these arguments and to cast doubts upon the motives of the men who had advanced them. Despite the name-calling the attack is clearly upon the arguments. land and America was caused by enemies of monarchy. The replies angrily denounced the immoderate language of both pamphlets.
One anonymous pamphleteer asserted that Johnson's pamphlet breathed "nothing but the spirit of tyranny," and he dismissed its other faults: "the tumour of your style, . . . the insolence of your manners, your rawness in the great principles of the subject which you treat, and your universal inaccuracy, or unfairness in arguing, are inferior considerations, and faults that may be forgiven." 22 The title of Wesley's pamphfet offered his opponents an easy way to dramatize its inflammatory language. Repeatedly the replies emphasized and exaggerated the contrast between Wesley's title and the contents of his pamphlet. Even the reviewers, whom one might expect to be slightly less acrimonious than his attackers, noted the absence of calmness. The Monthly Review, as it reviewed Wesley's Calm Address to the Inhabitants of England, sometimes confused with the earlier Calm Address, said of both works: "But much do we fear that his Calm Addresses are ill adapted for the desirable purposes of quieting our political tumults. The truth is, that the Author's calmness is only to be found in his title-pagesthat he is far, very far from being a dispassionate writer 3 and that the Americans have great reason to complain of him as a fomenter, rather than a composer of national discord." 23 The reviewer in the London Magazine charged: "This calm address was printed to inflame the breasts of the English against their American brethren." 24 Wesley's opponents played as obviously upon the title. The author of one satire of Wesley, which was u Calmly Addressed to the Greatest Hypocrite in England," accused him of stirring up revenge and of massacring "Mankind with CALM ADDRESS." 25 "Americus," writing in the Gentleman y s Magazine, implied a contrast between Wesley's religious enthusiasm and the alleged calmness of his address: "You are surely, Sir, too well acquainted with the nature and workings of human passion, to expect any good to arrive from a calm address to men (as you say the Americans are) under the dominion of enthusiasm. The experience of your whole life has been the in- It is an abstract of Taxation No Tyranny, "divested of all that bombast of eloquence, to adapt it to the understanding of common readers, that the poison might spread universally."
33
Those opponents who had treated Wesley primarily as simplifier and disseminator of Johnson's ideas gleefully aimed many barrages at Wesley for his unacknowledged use of Taxation No Tyranny. And the relationship of the two pamphlets was discovered immediately. The reviewer in the London Magazine in October spoke scornfully of its arguments being "taken verbatim from pensioner Johnson's 'Taxation no tyranny' without the least acknowledgement." 34 He openly labelled Wesley a plagiarist. In the months that followed, the opposition pamphlets bristled with references to borrowing and to plagiarism. Capel LofEt, replying to Wesley's second Calm Address , spoke of Wesley's having had his eyes opened but suggested: "I think he forgot to refer the public to that marvellous court oculist who had done this cure." 35 The pseudonymous Patrick Bull, creating the fiction that the ghost of a Jesuit had written both pamphlets, told Dr. Johnson that the attribution to Wesley of the views of the Calm Address was unjust: "I told him [Johnson] that I was certain10 THE JOURNAL OF THE Doctor . . . agreed entirely with me in sentiment -y adding, at the same time, that he knew the Spirit who was the real author of them as well as he knew himself, and that the same spirit had lately published a famous pamphlet, entitled Taxation no Tyranny One author applied a passage from Taxation No Tyranny to Johnson and Wesley and apologized: "but they are so exactly a-propos (in their present accommodated sense) so expressive of my own idea, that I could not withstand the temptation of borrowing them 5 an action in which I thought myself abundantly countenanced by the honest sanction of Mr. Wesley's example."
37 Other authors less subtle termed Wesley a pirate and "a well-known, calm y fanatic Plagiary of Dr J s-n } s taxation no Tyranny. ' " 38 Perhaps implying that even Johnson and Wesley could not honestly believe the arguments which they advanced, almost all their opponents sought motives which would explain the publication of Taxation No Tyranny and the Calm Address™ For Johnson they found a ready explanation in his pension, which they asserted had transformed him into a political hack. Although some alleged that Wesley desired a pension, most depicted him as a court sycophant who sought a bishopric from his friend Lord Dartmouth. The author of Political Empiricism noted ironically that it is extraordinary "that the proud Pensioner and the apostate Priest, are the most substantial pillars of the Prerogative, the most zealous friends of government, the most original and disinterested writers in support of its measures this day in the kingdom."
40 "An Englishman" accounted for Johnson's pamphlet:
The sum of J 's argument is clear, J is paid some hundred pounds a year. Virtue can resist}" Johnson, pensioned by the government and given a doctor's degree at the instigation of Lord North, has become "the celebrated Ministerial Advocate," as a government hireling.
42
Although Johnson was belabored as a pensioner, in general he had been consistent in the avowal of his principles. The same could not be said for Wesley. The sudden and dramatic change in his views, publicized particularly through a series of pamphlets by Caleb Evans, gave his opponents an opportunity to account for this change. The author of Political Empiricism suggested that the profane might attribute Wesley's sudden political conversion to his corruption "by the mammon of unrighteousness, which is the idol of the children of this world." But he ironically hinted at a parallel between Wesley's change and the Methodist belief in instantaneous religious conversion: "You read Dr. Johnson's unanswerable pamphlet, and magna est Veritas!-such is the irresistible force of truth, that your whole soul was enlightened in a moment: darkness and error fled before the face of reason and argument. All this is, undoubtedly very natural and supposeable-that a man of your age and experience, I will not say, inflexibility and steadiness of temper, should be so instantaneously wrought upon by the fastidious conceits of a pensioned hireling." 43 Though he suggested that Wesley had been disappointed in his hope for an American bishopric but had "found it convenient to oblige a certain pious Lord in Administration, whom it was impossible to refuse," he later passionately asked: "Do you aspire to stand conspicious on the ignoble list of infamy and venality-amongst those slaves of state, the pensioned Jacobites and Tories ... ? " 44 The most stinging rebuke to Wesley was the often reprinted one of "Americus," who wrote: "You have one eye on a pension, and the other upon heaven 3 one hand stretched out to the K g, and the other raised up to God. I pray that the first may reward you, and the last may forgive you." price of a bishopric for throwing the weight of his enormous influence behind the government's position. Augustus Toplady, the author of "Rock of Ages," stigmatized Wesley as the covetous priest Vulposo, who plundered Johnson's pamphlet in the hope of getting a bishopric. 46 Patrick Bull, continuing his fiction that the real author of both Johnson's and Wesley's pamphlets was a Jesuit ghost, ironically urged Wesley's preferment: "It has been said, that Mr. Wesley has solicited to be made bishop of Quebec, that he may convert the papists from their errors, which preferment he undoubtedly deserves; whereas whoever dares to maintain the jacobitical doctrines contained in the Calm Address, instead of lawn sleeves should be presented with a hem-pen neckcloth, and, instead of a mitre, his head should be adorned with a white night-cap which in justice ought to be drawn over his eyes." 47 The author of A Cool Re fly to a Calm Address wondered whether the administration would not reward Wesley with a bishopric but advised him "to sit in sackcloth, and pour dust upon thy head, and earnestly cry for mercy."
48
Whatever the motivation for their pamphlets, the result, as their opponents summarized it, was unmistakable. Johnson and Wesley had become defenders of tyranny. And those opponents sought to reveal that tyranny, to show that the tyranny masked by the apparently innocuous argument over the right to tax was, in the words of one title, the worst taxation. One satirist asserted that Lord North, the prime minister, put into practice Johnsonian principles and depicted Johnson as an eighteenth-century Machiavelli: 
